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By Paul C. Sinmn and Kenneth L. Kowalski
SUMMARY
Mass flow and momentum for various fractions of a turbulent bound-
ary layer are presented in chart form for a range of velocity profiles
and for Mach nunbers from 0.2 to 5.0. These charts are intended to
assist the analyst and designer of boundary,-layerremoval systems. Ap-
plication of the charts to inlets of arbitrary shape and to the deter-
mination of the pressure recovery of rectangubr, normal-shock inlets
immersed in boundary layer is described.
IN’’TRODUCTION
In the design of auxiliary air inlets or boundary-l~er renmval
systems, an estimate of the entering boundary-layer mass flow and momsn-
tummust be made. The mass flow must be knuwn in order to correct@
size the inlet, while the inlet nnnentum is frequently required to es-
timate the potential pressure recovery, or the thrust ndnus drag of the
installation, or both. To aid the designer or analyst confronted tith
such problems, charts of mass flow, total monadmm, and momentum ratio
for various fractions of a two-dimensional,turbulent boundary layer are
presented. The Mach nwiber range covered is from 0.2 to 5.0 and the
powers of the nonitkensionalvelocity profiles considered are 1/5, 1/7,
1/9, and 1/11. The charts presented -e adaptable to inlets either
attached or detached to the boundary-layer generating surface.
An approximate method for determining the boundary-layer flow
parameters for inlets of arbitrary shape is included in an appendix.
In addition, the average normal-shock pressure recovery of inlets of
rectangular cross section is determined from the mass-momentum method
of reference 1 and a range of values for a l/7-power profile is charted.
— . .. —
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DESCRIPTION OF CHARTS 
Two- dimensional, boundary-layer flow parameters can be evaluated 
analytically once the velocity profile parameter N and the boundary-
layer thickness 0 are established. (All symbols are defined in 
appendix A. ) Values of Nand 5 can be determined from experimental 
data or can be estimated analytically from various methods, for example , 
those discussed in reference 2. 
The values of mass-flow, total- momentum, and momentum ratios are 
presented in figures 1 to 6 . They can be applied directly to rectangular 
shaped inlets . Application of the charts to arbitrary shaped inlets is 
demonstrated in appendix B. 
All boundary- layer ratios are established by evaluating the denomi-
nators at local-stream conditions at the edge of the boundary layer. 
The parameters may be easily referenced to conditions at infinity if it 
is desirable . 
Boundary- Layer Mass -Flow Ratio 
The boundary-layer mass-flow ratio 
of the mass flow in a given fraction of 
flow in the local stream of equal area . 
sketch, 
m/mL is defined as the ratio 
the boundary layer to the mass 
As seen from the following 
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mImI can be written as 
(1) 
If the boundary-layer velocity profile, described by 
y- _ (r)l/N 
V - 5 I 
(2) 
is substituted into equation (1), and it is assumed that the static pres-
sure and total temperature remain constant throughout the boundary layer, 
the integral form of the mass-flow ratio becomes 
(3) 
Upon integration of equation (3) for inlet height ratios rl/5 = 0 (at-
tached inlets) and rz/5 ~ 1 .0, the general equation of the boundary-
layer mass-flow ratio for odd values of N is obtained: 
C N-J m -1 ~z z~ 2 ~ = Cl In(l -~) - ~ - 2: - ... - N-l (4) 
where 
~-~~~ ~-
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and 
The values of mimI as determined from equation (4) for a ratio of 
specific heats y = 1.4 and N = 5, 7, 9, and 11, are plotted in figure 
1 as a function of local- stream Mach number M1 for increments of r2/5 
from 0 . 1 to 2 . 0 . Values for r 2/5 > 1 . 0 were determined from equation (4) plus local- stream mass flow between y/5 = 1.0 and r2/5. 
Values of mimI' presented in figure l(b) (N = 7), are cross-plotted 
in figure 2 as a function of r 2/5 . The use of these curves improves the accuracy of problems involved with fractional i nlet height ratios by 
avoiding the necessity of interpolation. 
Boundary- Layer Total-Momentum Ratio 
The boundary - layer total- momentum ratio ~/~! is defined as the 
ratio of the total momentum in a given fraction of the boundary layer to 
the total momentum in the local stream of equal area . This ratio can be 
written as 
(5) 
From a development similar to the mass - flow, it can be shown that assum-
ing constant static pressure across the boundary layer yields the fol-
lowing general equation of the boundary -layer total-momentum rat io ~/~!' 
in closed form, for r l / 5 = 0, r 2/ 5 ~ 1 . 0, and odd values of N: 
- E - ... -~ (6) 
N - 2 ~ 
where 
yN 
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and 
(
r ) liN ( ) 1/2 ~ L-=-l: M2 
5 2 1 
The values of cp/cp , as determined from equation (6) for y = 1.4 
and N = 5, 7, 9, and 11, are presented in figure 3 as a function of Ml 
for increments of r 2 /5 of 0 . 1 to 2 . 0. These same values are cross -
plotted in figure 4 as a function of r2/ 5, but for N = 7 only. 
An application of the total -momentum ratio to the estimation of 
boundary-layer inlet total-pressure recovery is discussed in appendix C. 
Boundary-Layer Momentum Ratio 
The boundary-layer momentum ratio ~/~ l is defined as the ratio of 
the momentum in a given fraction of the boundary layer to the momentum 
in the local stream of equal area . This ratio is written as 
(7) 
or as a function of total momentum and local stream Mach number 
(:0 (YM~ + 1) - 1 
(7a) 
The momentum ratios for y = 1 . 4 and N = 5, 7, 9, and 11 are presented 
in figure 5 as a function of Ml for increments of r?/5 from 0.1 to 
2.0. Cross plots of the same values for N = 7 are glven in figure 6 . 
Total Momentum for Drag 
In the evaluation of inlet drag, it is common procedure to utilize 
inlet total momentum which incorporates the term -P~A. Thus, equation 
6 
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(8) 
(Sa) 
Total momentum for drag can be written as a function of the momentum 
ratio 
(8b) 
If the conditions are such that p7, = p"", the total momentum ratio 
for drag q,'/4>; reduces simply to the momentum ratio ~/~7,' 
Effect of Velocity Profile Parameter 
Variations of boundary-layer mass-flow, total-momentum, and momentum 
ratios with changes in the shape of the velocity profile are presented 
in figure 7. There is a pronounced increase in all three boundary-layer 
flow parameters at all Mach numbers, when the profile parameter N is 
increased from 5 to 11. These plots can be used to determine the error 
involved in selecting values of boundary-layer parameters from the limited 
number of charts presented rather than the actual N values involved in 
an analysis. For example, if in a problem N is taken to be 7 instead 
of 6 at a ~ of 3.0 and a r 2/ 5 of 1.0, the error in mlm7, amounts to 5 percent. 
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Summary of Equations 
The application of inlets to boundary- layer control problems may 
lead to inlet design heights either equal, greater, or less than the 
boundary-layer thickness and either attached or detached from the gen-
erating surface . The equations in table I, in conjunction with the 
working charts, will serve to evaluate the flow parameters desired . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
flow area) sq ft 
Mach number 
mass flow) pYA) slugs/sec 
ratio of mass flow in a given fraction of boundary layer to 
mass flow in local stream of equal area (see eq . (1)) 
velocity profile parameter (see eq. (2)) 
total pressure) Ib/sq ft 
static pressure) Ib/sq ft 
normal distance from boundary- layer generating surface to inlet 
lip) ft 
total temperature ) ~ 
velocity) ft/sec 
normal distance from boundary- layer generating surface) ft 
ratio of specific heats) 1.4 
boundary- layer thickness) ft 
mass density) slugs/cu ft 
total momentum) mV + pA = ypM2A + pA, Ib 
ratio of total momentum in a given fraction of boundary layer 
to local-stream total momentum of equal area (see eq. (5)) 
total momentum for drag) mV + (p - p~)A = ypM2A + (p - p~)A 
ratio of total momentum for drag in a given fraction of boundary 
layer 
momentum, mV = ypM2A) Ib 
ratio of momentum in a given fraction of boundary layer to 
local-stream momentum of equal area (see eq. (7)) 
NACA TN 3583 9 
Subscripts: 
local stream conditions outside the boundary layer 
free-stream conditions (at infinity) 
1 lower lip of inlet or inlet entrance sta.tion in appendix C 
2 upper lip of inlet 
- - - ~----~--
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APPENDIX B 
APPLICATION OF CHARTS TO ARBITRARY - SHAPED INLETS 
The mass - flow and momentum ratios presented in figures 1 to 6 are 
applicable to boundary- layer inlets of rectangular cross section . 
However, these integrated values may be used to approximate the critical 
mass flow and momentum of other shaped inlets. 





A divided into small vertical elements of width - wand varying heights 
H. It can be seen that 
n 
A ' L Hk"k ~ Hl"l + H2"2 + •.• Hn"n 
k=l 
Therefore, the approximate inlet mass-flow ratio can be written as 
m 
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where values of (m/ml)k are determined from table I and the curves of 
figure 1. 
This development can also be applied to the determination of the 
momentum and the total-momentum ratios. 
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APPENDIX C 
APPLICATION TO BOUNDARY-LAYER INLET-PRESSURE RECOVERY 
A mass-momentum method of averaging a nonuniform flow is outlined 
in reference 1. This method may be used to determine an approximation 
to critical boundary-layer inlet-pressure recovery. The total-pressure 
losses are assumed to be those resulting from a normal shock at the inlet 
entrance plus flow mixing losses in a constant area duct. The resulting 
values of total-pressure recovery Pl/PL for a range of Mach numbers ML and inlet height ratios r2/5 for attached rectangular inlets im-
mersed in a 1/7-power boundary-layer profile are presented in figure 8. 
The procedure used to calculate the recoveries of either attached or 
detached inlets by the mass-momentum method is outlined as follows: 
Consider a rectangular inlet operating critically in a boundary 
layer of known character. Under the assumption of the conservation of 
mass flow and total momentum, a one -dimensional representation of a 
uniform flow inside the inlet and behind a normal-shock can be made 
(station 1). 
Equating the integrated boundary-layer mass flow with the inlet 
mass flow and assuming TL = Tl gives 
and for the total momentum 
When equation (C2) is divided by the product of equation (Cl) and the 




1)(1 + Y ~ 1 M~ 
(C3) 
or letting 
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(tabulated in ref . 3 ) equation (C3) becomes 
(<PhI) (!.. ) (F\ 
(m7~ ) \ F* I = F ~ 1 (C4) 
Thus the value of (F/F*)l determines M and (P/P)l . In addition, 




(_2 _)2 (y-l) y + 1 
(also tabulated in ref . 3) equation (C5) becomes 
P1 r) (!*~\ 
PI = ml (F ~I 
(C5) 
(C6) 
Thus, with the aid of figures 1 to 4 , gas tables similar to those of 
reference 3, and equations (C4) and (C6), the inlet recovery can be de -
termined from 
(C7 ) 
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TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS 
Inlet attached 
For 
r2 B 'S 1.0 and rl T = 0 :X~::~~ For r2 -0 2: 1.0 and rl T = 0 l::~l~M 
m (~1r2/5 (figs . 1,2) ~ = ~[(,~) - IJ + 1 ml m1 rZ 5 ml r/5=l 
~ = (~~)r /5 (figs. 3,4) ~ = r /5 K:) -1 J + 1 
2 2 1 r/5=1 
: = (:) (f i gs. 5 ,6) 1 1 r2/5 
~- 1 [(~) I J +l 
"1 - r 2/5 IP r/5=1 -
Inlet detached 
r2 rl 1~::::-~ r2 r1 ~ For 5' !S 1.0 and - < 1.0 For ""5 2: 1.0 and - < 1.0 rl~ " 5 5 
m~ = r2/5 -\1/5 ~~)r2(~) - (~tl(i:)J ~ = r2/'6 :- rl/'6 ~:Vr/5=1 - (:Vrl (r: ) +~) - ~ 
'0 '0 '5 
~~ = rz/0 _1 rl/5 [l;t 2Cii- (~tl(~ ~ = r2/5 : r1/5 [(~)r/5=l - (~7rl C:j +(:2) - ~ 
5" '5 ""5 
~ = r2/5 : rl/5 ~~ r2C:) - (~IP1JrlG;~ ~ - 1 K1 -(~)rle~) +(:2) - ~ IPl - r2/5 - r1/5 IPl / 
""0 5" r 5=1 "5 
J 
l 
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til 
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Local - stream Mach number, MZ 
(a) Velocity profile parameter N, 5 . 
Figure 1 . - Mass - flow ratio for various fractions of boundary layer . 
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Figure 1 . - Continued . Mass-flow ratio for various fractions of boundary layer. 
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Figure 1 . - Continued . Mass-flow ratio for various fractions of boundary layer . 







































o .8 1.6 2 .4 3 . 2 4 .0 4. 8 5.6 
Local - s tream Mach number} MZ 
(d) Velocity profile parameter N} 11. 
Figure 1 . - Concluded . Mass - flow ratio t'or various fractions of boundary layer. 
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,Figur e 2. - Mass -flow ratio for various local Mach numbers. Velocity profile parameter N, 7 . 
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Local - stream Mach number, Mr 
(a) Velocity profile parameter N, 5. 
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Local - stream Mach number, Ml 
(b) Velocity profile parameter N, 7 . 
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o . 8 1.6 2 . 4 3 . 2 4 . 4.8 5.6 
Local-stream Mach number, Ml 
(c) Velocity profile parameter N, 9 . 
Figure 3. - Continued . Total -momentum r~tio for various fractions of boundary layer. 
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o . 8 1.6 2 . 4 3 . 4 . 
Local - stream Mach number, M~ 
(d) Velocity profile parameter N, 11. 
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Figure 5 . - Continued . Momentum ratio for various fractions of boundary layer. 
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Figure 5 . 1 Continued . Momentum ratio for various fractions of boundary layer. 
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Figure 5. - Concluded. Momentum ratio for various fractions of boundary layer. 
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